Abstract-A priority when designing control strategies for autonomous underwater vehicles is to emphasize their cost of implementation on a real vehicle. Indeed, the major issue is that due to the vehicles' design and actuation modes usually under consideration for underwater platforms, the number of actuator switchings must be kept to a small value to ensure feasibility and precision. This constraint is typically not satisfied by optimal trajectories, for instance. Our goal is to provide a trajectory which preserves with great accuracy some of the properties of a desired trajectory that reduces the implementation cost. We first introduce the theoretical framework and illustrate our algorithm on two AUV applications. In both cases, we can achieve similar localization results in the same fixed time with respect to the reference trajectory, but with significantly fewer actuator switchings.
I. INTRODUCTION
Investigating the control of mechanical systems becomes increasingly interesting when one considers systems that have unique methods of actuation and locomotion with specific constraints, or are underactuated, subject to dynamic external forces. Underwater vehicles are subjected to dynamic and unpredictable external forces (e.g., ocean currents), and are propelled in many different and novel ways (e.g., biomimetic [1] , energy harvesting [2] and variable buoyancy [3] ). In many cases they are also underactuated (e.g., torpedo-shaped vehicles).
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1 M. Chyba and J. Marriott are with the Deptartment of Mathematics, Uni-cost, and for AUVs this is primarily based on power consumption and reliable execution. For a large number of switchings, 1) the actuator may not be able to achieve a steady state, which increases the transient output response, or 2) the refresh rate of the controller or the physical change in actuation may occur at a lower frequency than the prescribed switchings, resulting in the vehicle not being able to physically implement the desired control strategy.
In some vehicles, such as the profiling float described in Section IV-B, actuator switchings are directly related to the overall energy expense, hence a reduced number of switching implies increased deployment time.
Our approach in this paper is to start from a reference trajectory that might not necessary be feasible by the vehicle, or such that its implementation cost is very high. A very important such situation is that of optimal trajectories that often contain singular arcs, a large number of switchings, or even chattering. A common solution to overcome this issue is to develop a piecewise-constant (PWC) control to achieve the desired goal as well as possible. Based on practical constraints, these PWC strategies are designed to have a small number of switchings. In practice, these PWC controls are constructed through heuristics and extensive numerical simulations. For example, one technique is to construct sub-optimal trajectories with a fixed structure (see [4] , [5] for applications of this approach to time and energy minimization for AUVs). There are also general strategies for development of PWC controls with popular software implementations [6] , [7] . The outcome of these specific and general strategies often yield excellent results, but with little theoretical guidance in the form of error bounds. Moreover, some do not allow for features such as variable switching intervals or guidance from a known desired (non-PWC) control. Our approach allows, for instance, to preserve the duration of the given control (important in the case of time minimization), variable switching intervals, and we provide theoretical estimates on final state error with respect to the number of switchings.
We also briefly address the question of construction of estimates of error bounds here. More precisely, we employ the one-sided Lipschitz constant to explicitly calculate an error bound (in terms of difference in final state vectors) of a PWC control with a fixed (small) number of switchings with respect to a desired control, with the same final time; we provide a construction of such a control. In particular, as seen above, if the desired trajectory is time-optimal, we produce a PWC control that preserves the optimal duration of the desired trajectory. We remark that an integral cost can be appended to the system as a state variable to expand to other costs to be minimized.
Two examples illustrate our approach. In the first example of a fully actuated autonomous underwater vehicle we produce a PWC control with only two switchings compared to the reference time-optimal trajectory that contains between 15 and 30 switchings per thruster. With the PWC control, the vehicle reaches its final configuration within 2% displacement error while preserving the optimal time. The second example is a profiling float for which the number of switchings is minimized to improve the endurance of the vehicle. We improve the given solution, obtained through a model predictive controller, by decreasing the number of switchings from 45 to 8 within the prescribed tolerance for the final configuration (0.7% error with respect to the final configuration of the given trajectory). Moreover, the time duration of both paths is equal.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Consider a nonlinear, affine control systeṁ
where x(t) ∈ R n is the state variable, u : R → U ⊂ R m is a bounded measurable function called the control and assume the functions f : R n → R n , g : R n → R n×m to be continuously differentiable. Let x 0 be an initial condition, and u * (·) a reference control defined on [0, T ] such that its corresponding trajectory x * (·) is the unique solution of (1) defined on [0, T ] as well.
Our goal is to construct a PWC controlũ(·) defined on [0, T ] with a fixed number of switchings σ such that its associated trajectoryx(·) minimizes the difference of the final states, namely minimizes x * (T ) −x(T ) . We also provide an upper bound for the state error at the final time, which depends on the functions f (·), g(·), on the given control signal u * (·), and on the switching times of the PWC control.
III. ERROR ESTIMATION AND CONSTRUCTION OF A PWC

CONTROL
The analysis of PWC controls has received some attention in the literature but the state of art is still uncomplete. Some related work can be found in [8] in an optimal-control setting, in [9] for driftless control systems, and in [10] , [11] for time-optimal syntheses of bang-bang controls. The major difficulty is to prove that the algorithms constructing PWC controls with a small number of switchings produce very efficient solutions (either in terms of the cost or of the final configuration). In this paper we take a novel approach by considering the one-sided Lipschitz constant. It should actually be no surprise since it is known that the classical Lipschitz constant estimates only exponential growth even if the errors decay [12] . Due to space considerations, we limit the discussion to a few results without detailed proofs and instead emphasize the applicability of our techniques to AUVs.
Let us first introduce some basic definitions. [13] ): Given a square matrix A, its logarithmic norm is defined as
Definition 1 (Logarithmic norm
where · is a given norm. In [12] the reader can find formula for the logarithmic norm. For instance, for the Euclidean norm we have that µ(A) = λ max = largest eigenvalue of
Theorem 1: Assume that (x(·), u(·)) and (x(·),ũ(·)) are both solutions to the affine control system (1), and that the following inequalities hold
3)
Then the controlled trajectories satisfy
Proof: We here only sketch the proof since it closely follows the proof of Theorem 10.6 in [12] , where a similar result in the framework of ordinary differential equations is presented. First, we introduce ǫ(t) . = x(t) −x(t) . It follows from the triangle inequality and assumption 2 in the theorem that for small h ∈ R + ,
Applying the Mean Value Theorem on the compact interval [x(t),x(t)] to the function F (x(t)) = x + hf (x, u(t)) we obtain
and by taking the limit for h → 0 + ,
where µ(·) is defined as in (2), and
Using the first inequality in the statement of the theorem, we obtain
According to the definition of L(t), the solution of the differential equation γ
From the third assumption of the theorem, there exists ρ such that ǫ(0) ≤ ρ. We define γ(0) = ρ. Since ǫ(t) and γ(t) are continuous, to complete the proof we simply have to show that ǫ(t) ≤ γ(t) ∀t.
By contradiction, let t 2 be a point with ǫ(t 2 ) > γ(t 2 ) and consider the first point t 1 to the left of t 2 with ǫ(t 1 ) = u(t 1 ). Then for small h > 0 we have
and, taking the limits,
. This contradicts (8) as
A
. An upper bound for the final error
It is important to provide an upper bound for the righthand side of equality (3). This can be done as follows. Let σ be the number of fixed switchings for the new control and t 0 < t 1 < ... < t σ be the switching times (including the initial and final time). We define ∆ 1 = t 1 − t 0 the first time interval and we define u 0 as
where u * (·) is the reference trajectory. Using the fact that
we have
wherel 0 = max
, and
Theorem 1 applied with x(0) =x(0) implies
Iterating this construction, we obtain
where
B. Construction of a PWC Control
In this section we provide a constructive algorithm to design a PWC control with a given, fixed number of switchings that minimizes the error on the final state of the system with respect to the desired one, with the same final time. The PWC controls with a fixed number of switchings are computed via general nonlinear programming with initial guess for the PWC control computed as follows. Notice that, as also outlined in [14] , an accurate initial guess might play a central role in computing approximating PWC controls via nonlinear programming. For instance for our two examples, the fully actuated vehicle is very robust in terms of dependence with respect to initial guess while the minimally actuated vehicle is unstable.
We describe a numerical way to determine an initial guess for the PWC control. For a given time step ∆ between two switchings, according to the result of Theorem 1, we have
where u * is the reference control andũ is the value of the PWC control on this interval. Therefore the best choice for the constant valueũ ∈ R m would bẽ
The main difficulty is thatx(t) is not known. To address this issue, an initial guess can be heuristically obtained by assuming g(x(t)) ≃ g(x(t)) and solving the convex optimization problem:
where t k are samples over the interval [0, T ], divided in N + 1 steps. Fixing the length of the time steps for the PWC control ∆ 1 , ..., ∆ σ , problem (19) can then be solved for each time step ∆ i , thus computing the valuesũ 0 ,ũ 1 , ...,ũ σ−1 of the initial-guess PWC control. Finally, after selection of an initial guess, general nonlinear minimization techniques are used to find the PWC control, i.e. a set of switching times and constant control values, which minimizes the final error x(T ) −x(T ) .
IV. APPLICATION TO THE MOTION PLANNING FOR UNDERWATER VEHICLES
In this section, we examine the implementation of our methods on two types of underwater platforms: a fully actuated underwater vehicle capable of motion in all six degrees-of-freedom (DOF) and a profiling float which is a minimally actuated vehicle.
A. Application on a Fully-Actuated AUV
We refer the reader to [15] , [16] for general equations of autonomous underwater vehicles and to [4] , [5] for the specific vehicle considered here and just introduce the equations of motion very briefly here. In the body-fixed frame, we identify ν = (u, v, w) ⊤ as the linear velocity and Ω = (p, q, r) ⊤ as the angular velocity of the vehicle. System (1) in the case of underwater vehicles is given by the following affine control system:
where M and J represent respectively the added mass matrix and the inertia matrix, D represents the hydrodynamic drag matrix, g accounts for the restoring forces and moments and ϕ ν , τ Ω are the controls. We have that M ν × Ω and JΩ × Ω account for the Coriolis and centripetal forces. In our example, the reference control is taken as a time-optimal control to steer the fully actuated AUV from one configuration to another, with the motion starting and ending at rest (zero velocity). The initial and final states are taken respectively as the origin and (η ⊤ , ν ⊤ ) = (5, 4, 1.3, 0 1×3 , 0 1×6 ). The time-optimal control signals have many discontinuities, see Fig. 1 , and therefore are not implementable on physical actuators. Moreover there are singular arcs which require a continuous change in the actuation. The simulations are based on the AUV analyzed in [4] where the readers can find all information about the physical parameters of the vehicle.
As it can be seen on Figure 1 , the time-optimal trajectories are formed by concatenations of bang arcs (corresponding to either maximal or minimal thrust) and singular arcs [4] . In [4] , the authors develop a numerical algorithm to design control strategies to steer the AUVs to the exact configuration with a fixed number of switchings. It is shown that this method can produce control strategies with as few as two or three switchings and be within 10% of the optimal time. The approach taken here is different, as we fix the final time to the optimal time and minimize the error between the achievable final configuration and the desired final configuration.
Applying our algorithm to this scenario, we can produce a PWC control with only two switchings, with an error with respect to the desired final state equals to (0. Fig. 2] , the corresponding signals for the eight thrusters are shown, where they are computed using a static control allocation. Figures 2-4 show the simulation results. Note that the problem formulation is such that the control-vector components are allowed to jump all at the same time instants.
The precision of the algorithm is particularly relevant based on the fact that, unlike [4] and [5] , the final time is fixed to be the optimal one of 17.39 s. The gain here is significant. Indeed, the number of switchings were reduced from a large number (together with about 10 singular arcs) for the time-optimal control, to only 2 switchings, and reaching the final state with good precision. The advantage in reducing the number of control switchings has many practical reasons, for instance: less stress on the control actuators, and less onboard memory-storage requirements. From the computational-time point of view there is also a significant gain by considering a small number of switchings. Solving the PWC control problem for a nonlinear system with 12 states and 6 inputs (including 2 switching times) required 36.943 s on a dualcore, 2.66 GHz processor. A computational time of 349.754 s was required for 10 switching times.
B. Application on a Minimally-Actuated AUV
Here, we consider applying our method to the control of a profiling float. This vehicle is free-drifting, and can only actively control its depth. Apart from the hotel load, changes in depth (buoyancy) are the only source of energy consumption. Extending the endurance of this vehicle directly corresponds to minimizing the number of depth changes (switchings). Historically, the practical operation of this type of AUV has not been focused on precisely following a defined trajectory, but achieving a persistent presence in the ocean for the analysis of ocean currents. The following innovation presents a way to increase the utility of such AUVs by additionally enabling them to achieve prescribed waypoints; facilitating operations in coastal and confined regions that have been previously avoided, see [17] , [18] for more details.
1) System Model:
For the analysis here, we assume a simple model of a profiling float. Those vehicles are assumed to be invariant in roll, pitch, and yaw, and the floats are represented dynamically as point mass. The horizontal velocities are determined strictly by ocean currents, and we will ignore vertical currents for simplicity. As ocean currents are not constant functions with respect to depth, we can indirectly control the horizontal motion of the float by intelligently controlling the depth of the vehicle. Hence, rather than considering the ocean currents as drift to the system, we write them as a dependent input control, see [17] - [19] for a detailed treatment of this concept and a motivation for the associated research.
Since we are interested in steering the float from one position on the sea surface to another position on the sea surface, the motion planning can actually be projected onto R 2 , with the depth acting as the input control that defines the velocities in the plane. Based on the time scale of the horizontal motion, we can assume that depth can be changed instantaneously. The depth of the vehicle, and therefore our control, is denoted by b 3 (·) and takes its value in the interval [0, 2000] meters. We introduce b = (b 1 , b 2 )
⊤ as the horizontal coordinates of the float and we havė
with u(·) = b 3 (·) be the control and H(u(t), t) = (f (u(t), t), g(u(t), t)) ⊤ where f, g represent the north-south and east-west currents respectively. Here, velocity is positive eastward and northward. For our analysis, the vector H(·, ·) is obtained from an ocean model. Note that therefore this system is not control affine as in the previous example, however the system does fit into the flexible framework of the proposed algorithm.
2) Algorithm Results: We compare the results of our algorithm to an existing control strategy for an ocean-science application, see [18] , [19] . In [18] , an A* algorithm is used to determine a set of waypoints, with a model predictive control algorithm determining the control necessary to navigate between these waypoints. We compare our result to the output of this lower-level algorithm. We take the initial point as (−118.4800
• E, 33.4600
• N ) and a final point as (−118.4600
• E, 33.4800
• N ). The reference algorithm from [18] produces a control with a duration of 62 hours and 45 switchings, shown in Fig. 5 . The final point reached is (−118.4632
• N ), which lies within the destination tolerance (400 m) for the low-level actuator decision algorithm. A PWC control defined over the same time interval as the reference trajectory is found with only eight switchings. This computed PWC control reaches the point (−118.4633
• E, 33.4801
• N ), which is just more than 300 m from the desired destination. Hence, we achieve the goal location within the desired accuracy with only 18% of the switchings-a significant reduction in energy consumption. Note that the path executed with only eight switchings deviates more significantly from the desired, straight-line path connecting the waypoints than the algorithm presented in [18] , however this accuracy is application-specific. In general, such deviations are acceptable given the significant energy savings, especially at the large spatiotemporal scales examined in ocean science. In this application, we notice a particular sensitivity to the initial guess on the number of switchings. In many systems, an acceptable PWC control can be found without putting great effort into the initial guess. In the first system considered, opposite initial guesses for the control, one with zero motor actuation and the other with constant full motor actuation, have a difference of only 9.3% in final state error of the optimized PWC control. However in this system, for a PWC control with ten switchings, if the initial guess is constructed by sampling the given control at evenly spaced switching times, the algorithm arrives at a control with a final state error of 9.79 km. On the other hand, we have given an instance of a control with only eight switchings with an error of just 300 m.
V. FUTURE WORK
Future work will give further treatment to the theoretical framework and a wider range of applications. Most importantly, we will focus on discussion of the most suitable norm to be used in the error estimate arguments, in particular allowing the flexibility of weighting individual state variables (of which the integral cost may be one) in the error estimates. Additionally, in this paper we fix the number of switchings to a small value and predict the error. How this small number of switchings is to be chosen is still an open question. The ultimate goal is to, given a prescribed tolerance on the final configuration and a possible cost, theoretically predict a minimal number of switchings required to ensure this bound.
